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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
lu:= [d +k2+k2u(x)]u= -6(x-y) in R3. (1) 
Assume that k = const >O is fixed, take k = 1 in what follows, 
u(x) =CE L2(D), D c R? := {x: x3 < 0} is a finite region, u = 0 outside D. 
The inverse problem (IP) is: given u(x, y) Vx, y E P := {x: x3 =0} find 
dx). 
In [ 1 ] the first exact heory of IP with the data u(x, y, k), Vx, y E P, 
Vk E (0, k,) (k, >0 is an arbitrary small number) is given. In[2-S] the first 
exact theory of the IP with fixed frequency data is given. In[6] an exact 
numerical method is given for solving the 3D inverse cattering problem 
with data given at fixed k.In this paper we give an exact numerical method 
for solving IP. By exact we mean the method which is mathematically 
justified. See also [S, 10, 111. 
In Section II the method is described. 
II. NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLVING IP 
It was proved in [2]-[S] that IP has at most one solution. Equation (1) 
and the radiation c dition lead to the quation 
u=g+k’ gvudt, 5 
g := (47rlx---yl))’ exp(iklx- ~1). (2) 
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Thus, withf(x, y):= (u- g)k-‘, one has 
I g(x, Ou(5)4L Y)4 =.0x, y), vx, y E P, (3) 
where f(x, y) is the datum. Multiply (3) by ~Jx) h,(y) and integrate ov r 
P x P to get 
J &u(t) J g(x, 5) 46(X) &l J 4L Y) UY) 4 
P P 
= II .0x, Y)da(x) MY) dx dy. (4) P P 
One whishes tochoose #6(~)~ C’r(P) and h,(y) E C;(P) so that he left 
side of (4) becomes, as6 -+ 0 and E + 0, equal to j 6(z -l)v(r) d<= u(z). 
Another approach used in [6] in a study of the inverse scattering problem 
is to choose $Jx) h,(y) so that he left side of (4) becomes j dtu exp(ip . [) 
where pE R3 is an arbitrary vector. 
The fact hat it is possible to find sequences 4&(x) h,(y) with these 
properties follows from completeness of the set 
ii 
g(x, 5) da(-~1 dx J‘ 45, Y) UY) dy 
I 
v,, 4 E cap) 
P P 
in L’(D). This completeness is proved in [2, 51. 
The numerical problem consists in construction of these sequences 
numerically. Herewe will follow the second approach and will use the 
results in [6]. 
The idea is to reduce the IP to the IP, solved in[6]. The IP, consists of 
finding u(x) from the knowledge ofthe scattering amplitude A(@, 0) for all 
0’,19 E S. The scattering amplitude is defined asusual: 
[V2+ 1 +u(x)]$=O in R3, k=l (5) 
$ = exp(i8. x) +A(@‘, 19) r-’ exp(ir) + o(r-‘), r= 1x1 + co, W=xr-I. 
(6) 
The idea for the reduction of IP to IP, is as follows. Step 1: Given 
u(x, y) Vx, yE P one can find analytically U(X, y)Vx, yE R: := {x: x3 > O}. 
Step 2: If U(X, y) is known for Vx, y E R: then one can find A(&, 0) 
for all ef, eEs: xS2, whereSZ=(0:8ES2,0.e3<O},S::={&0ES2, 
8 .e3 20}, and e3 is the unit vector along the x,-axis. Step 3: If A(&, 0) is 
known for all 8’, 8E S: x St one can find A( (7, (3) for all 8’, 8E S2. Step 4: 
If A(&, 0) is known for all 8’, 8E S* one can use the numerical method for 
finding u(x) given in [6]. This completes theoutline. 
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In what follows etake k= 1 and explain Steps 14. 
Step 1. Since D= 0 in R\, the function u solves the equation 
(V2+1)u= -6(x-p) in R:. Thus w:=u(x,y)-g(x,~) solves the 
problem 
(V’+ l)~l=O in R:, u’= 4x, y) - g(?c, y):=f(-u, y), x, y E: P, (7) 
where w satisfies th  radiation c dition in R: The function f(x, I,) is 
known. The (unique) solution to (7) is 
w(,-, y)= jp& G(s, z) f(s, y) ds, zcR;,y~P, (8) 
where G(4,--):=g(5,2)-g(~,-), F:=(5,t2, -t3), g=(47r){--z])- I. 
exp( ijt -zj ), G is the Green function of the Dirichlet operator V2+ 1 in 
R: . If w(z, II) is found by formula (8) for 4’ EP, then one linds w(z, 5) for 
all z, TV R: by formula (8) with an arbitrary YE R\. Indeed, w(x, 4’) = 
W(Y, x). If w(z, y) is known for all zE R: and y E P then W(S, y) is known 
for all sE P and all yE R: . Therefore f(s, y) := U(S, y) - g(s, y) is known 
for all yE R: and ail sE P. Therefore formula (8) with yE R: gives w(x, y) 
for all x, y E R: , and u = ~$3 + g is therefore known for all x, y E R: . Step 1
is finished. 
Step 2. It is proved in [ 1, p. 461 that 
where II/ solves (5), (6). Therefore 
w(x, I,) = exp(4.d) 
47dYl 
+&, -w+o $ T 
( > 
as IYI + 00, 1.~1 
y=& (9) 
)’ = 8, 
(10) 
where tisc :=i,-exp(-i0.x) andul=u-g. Thus 
lim 
l~I-cGyl~l-‘=R 
4dYl W, ~)ex~(-~l~l)=$Jx, -Q, (11) 
lim 
ISI - m,.xI.xI -’ = R’ 
1x1 exp( - ilxl) ijsr(x, - 0) = A(e’, -e). (12) 
Thus A(&, 0) is found for all 8’, 0E S: x S2 . Step 2is finished. 
Step 3. It is known that if q= 4 is compactly supported then A(@, 0) is 
analytic in 0, 0’ on the variety 0.8 = 0’. 8’ = 1, 8, 0’ EC3, so that he 
knowledge ofA(@, 0) on S: x ST determines A uniquely for all 0’, 0E S* 
[l, p. 621. Let A(@, 0) =G,“,n,,=o urn,, Y,,,(P) Y,,(e) where a,,=const, Y
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are the orthonormal in L’(S’) spherical h rmonics. Letus truncate the 
above Fourier series for A(8’, 0)so that an approximation to A(@‘, 0)is 
A-nfoUmn, YJS’) YJ0) := A,. (13) 
One can find the coefficients anm, 0d n, m < N from the data A(&, O), 
IikS;, 8 E S? in a number of ways. For example, one can choose 0; E S’, 
0,~ ST-, O< j, p 6 N, so that he matrix Y,(0,!) YJS,) := blpnm is non- 
singular, and find an,,, from the linear system 
A(e;, 0,)= c blpnmanmt O<j,p<N. (14) 
n,nr=o 
The other possibility is to find u,,~, from the condition 
, /A(&, 0) - A,(@, 0)12 do’ de = min. (15) 
The problem solved inthis tep is ill-posed (e.g., thematrix in (14) is ill- 
conditioned). This is an intrinsic property ofthe IP. Clearly, small pertur- 
bations ofthe data A(6’, 0) can throw A out of the class of scattering 
amplitudes (in[S, 7, 81 some characterizations of this class are given). If 
the coefficients an,,, are found then formula (13) defines A(@, 0) for all 
e’, 0E s”. 
Step 4. If A(&, 0) is known for all O’, 0E Sz then the numerical method 
given in [6] can be used for ecovery of v(x). 
This method is briefly reviewed below. If A(&, 0) is the scattering 
amplitude corresponding to u(x) in (5), then the scattering solution (5)-(6) 
outside ofthe smallest ball B, := {x: (.‘c( <a}, which contains the support 
of u(x), can be written as(see [9]) 
$(x, a) =exp(h ..u) + f A,,(a) Y,(P) h,(l.ul), e’=+ 1x1 >a, (16) 
?l=O 
where h,(r) h r - ’ exp(ir) asr + cc are the spherical H nkel functions, 
A,(a) := (A(@, LX), Yn(O’))L~,s?,. 
The function u(s) is recovered from A(&, 0) by the formula [6] 
i?(p):=Jo(.r)exp(ip.x)&= lim 
ISI - r 0-O’=p 
B-O=l.BEC3 
where the exterior limit staken under the conditions ltil -+00, 19 -8’ = p, 
0 .0 = 8’ .6’ = 1, 0, 0’ EC3, pE R3 is an arbitrary fixed vector, h,(a) E L2(S2) 
is a sequence offunctions which is obtained bysolving the following 
variational problem. Define J,(h) := /Iexp( - 8. x) @ - 1 llE, where @ := 
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t,+(x,c() is defined by(16), BEC, 8.8=1, (8)~1, 0is 
_ 1.x et-’ IfI’ (1 + lxl)-3’2 dx} ‘I2 The variational problem . 
is: find inf J,(h)-:= m,,inf is taken over all hE: L2(Sz). Clearly mE 2 0 exists. 
It is proved in [6] that one can find asequence h,(u) such that J,(h,) < c
where the constant c > 0 does not depend on E as E -+ 0. If 13 EC3, 8.8 = 1, 
and 101 is sufficiently large, then any such sequence h,(a) can be used in the 
reconstruction formula ( 17 ). 
Details ofthe proof are in [6]. This completes hedescription of Step 4. 
Let us summarize the procedure for ecovery of ugiven the surface data 
u(x, y) for all x, YEP at a fixed k>O (k= 1). 
Step 1. Given u(x, y) Vx, yE P, find u(x, y) Vx, y E R: . 
Step 2. Given u(x, v) Vx, 4’ ERI find A(@, 0) VB’ ESC, (3~ S2 by for- 
mula (12). 
Step 3. Given A(@, e), VW ES:, 0 E S2 find A(&, 0) VW, 8 E S2. 
Step 4. Given A(@‘, 0)VW, BES’ find C(p) by formula (17). 
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